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raghav belavadi, founder and ceo, hype luxury mobility, said, “we are glad to see an increasing
growth in the number of tourists in mumbai, and that has sparked new interest in our products. we
also understand that their own personal safety is very important to them while on holiday. we have
always prided ourselves in providing the best safety and security measures. we, therefore, plan to

expand our operations to various other parts of the country and will provide the best possible travel
experience to the tourists visiting mumbai.” raghav belavadi said, “we are thrilled to be associated

with bill.harry & sons. apart from providing the best car rental experience to the tourists, it also
enables us to expand our operations in the country. we will soon be expanding to other cities and

look forward to your support in this endeavour.” talking about the expansion plans of hype, raghav
belavadi added, “apart from mumbai, we are planning to expand our operations in other major cities.
we will be expanding our fleet and also increasing the number of cars, as we will be receiving more

tourists on a daily basis.” talking about the reason behind the expansion plans, raghav belavadi said,
“we understand the demand for hiring a luxury car as a weekend getaway and have witnessed a

sudden increase in the demand for hiring our luxury cars. we also understand the safety concerns of
tourists and therefore, will be increasing the number of security staff in our cars.” if you are looking
for some escape from the daily grind, some answers to questions that nag you, then you might find

in raman raghav 2.0 a respite. kashyap has crafted a much-talked about film that is deceptively
simple. both the story and the screenplay by him and his partner udayan prasad are terse. they tell
the story succinctly, and so the focus is very much on the acting and the performances. the film is

not a rich text but a rich soundscape. kashyap has made that most difficult of tasks, the cinematic as
a musical instrument. that is how raman raghav 2.0 also manages to have all the earmarks of a

conventional thriller. it is a film that is both familiar and fresh.
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